
Coating of the terrace and stairs 90 m² |
Kytäjä

Description
The outdoor terraces surrounding the detached house and the entrance stairs were sanded and
smoothed. After that, the site was primed and the waterproofing was ensured with ElaProof H. The
stylish surface of the site was done with ElaProof+SAND Floor Covering. The final touch was given by
ELACOAT TopCoat RAL 7024 surface varnish, which matches the color scheme of the object, which
ensures easy keeping of the surfaces clean.

Project information
Client: Private house
Project: Waterproofing of terrace
Address: Kytäjä, Finland
Material: Concrete
Contractor: Helsingin Laudoitus Oy
Time and city: 07/2022 | Kytäjä
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Products used in the project

ElaProof Classic H
ElaProof Primer
ElaProof Base Fabric
ElaProof+SAND Floor Covering
ELACOAT TOPCOAT RAL

All the information presented above is based on research results, our current knowledge and experience. They do not remove the
responsibility of the user of the product to carry out his own tests and experiments, so that all factors and conditions that may
affect the installation and use of the products should be considered. No guarantees regarding the properties or suitability of the
product for specific purposes can be given based on this information. All descriptions, drawings, photos, information, proportions,
portion sizes, weights, etc. are indicative. We are not responsible if the product is used contrary to the instructions presented
here. It is the responsibility of the user of the product to test the suitability of the product for the purpose of use. We are only
responsible for the quality of the product and guarantee that it will pass our critical quality control. Product information is
updated regularly, however, it is the user’s responsibility to obtain the latest valid product information, which can be found at
www.elaproof.com. We reserve the right to make changes. ©️ Build Care Oy
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https://www.elaproof.com/en/product/elaproof-h/
https://www.elaproof.com/en/product/elaproof-primer/
https://www.elaproof.com/en/product/elaproof-base-fabric/
https://www.elaproof.com/en/product/elaproofsand-floor-covering/
https://www.elaproof.com/en/product/elacoat-topcoat-ral/
http://www.elaproof.com/

